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ABSTRACT
Aims. NGC 2617 is a nearby (z∼ 0.01) active galaxy that recently switched from being a Seyfert 1.8 to be a Seyfert 1.0. At the same
time, it underwent a strong increase of X-ray flux by one order of magnitude with respect to archival measurements. We characterise
the X-ray spectral and timing properties of NGC 2617 with the aim of studying the physics of a changing-look active galactic nucleus
(AGN).
Methods. We performed a comprehensive timing and spectral analysis of two XMM-Newton pointed observations spaced by one
month, complemented by archival quasi-simultaneous INTEGRAL observations.
Results. We found that, to the first order, NGC 2617 looks like a type 1 AGN in the X-ray band and, with the addition of a modest
reflection component, its continuum can be modelled well either with a power law plus a phenomenological blackbody, a partially
covered power law, or a double Comptonisation model. Independent of the continuum adopted, in all three cases a column density
of a few 1023 cm−2 of neutral gas covering 20-40% of the continuum source is required by the data. Most interestingly, absorption
structures due to highly ionised iron have been detected in both observations with a redshift of about 0.1c with respect to the systemic
redshift of the host galaxy.
Conclusions. The redshifted absorber can be ascribed to a failed wind/aborted jets component, to gravitational redshift effects, and/or
to matter directly falling towards the central supermassive black hole. In either case, we are probing the innermost accretion flow
around the central supermassive black hole of NGC 2617 and might be even watching matter in a direct inflow towards the black hole
itself.
Key words. Black hole physics – Methods: observational – Galaxies: active – Galaxies: individual: NGC 2617 – X-rays: galaxies –
Galaxies: Seyfert
1. Introduction
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are among the most luminous
objects in the Universe, and are powered by mass accretion
onto supermassive black holes (SMBH) residing at the cen-
tre of galaxies (Salpeter 1964; Lynden-Bell 1969; Rees 1984;
Kormendy & Richstone 1995).
In the optical band, AGN can appear as unobscured with a
strong continuum emission and the superposition of both broad
and narrow emission lines coming from the so-called broad and
narrow line regions (type 1 AGN), respectively. Alternatively,
they can show up to very high levels of obscuration with the con-
tinuum and broad emission lines strongly suppressed and with
only narrow emission lines visible (type 2 AGN). According to
the scenario that currently best explains the AGN phenomenol-
ogy, to the first order we are observing the same kind of object at
different inclination angles: an anisotropic cold absorber located
at parsec scales (the so-called “torus”) is blocking the view of
the central engine in the case of type 2 AGN, leaving it more and
more unblocked towards type 1 AGN (Antonucci 1993). The real
situation is more complex, where the cold absorber is probably
not homogeneous but is patchy and clumpy, and is not static but
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rather part of the inflow/outflow of matter around the SMBH (see
e.g. Bianchi et al. 2012, and references therein).
Several AGN have also been observed to change class in dif-
ferent observations. This phenomenon could either be extrinsic,
related to the clumpy nature of the absorbers (i.e. clouds crossing
the line of sight could cause a temporary occultation of the con-
tinuum source; see e.g. Risaliti et al. 2005; Kaastra et al. 2014)
or intrinsic to the AGN central engine evolution; below a cer-
tain mass accretion rate, the broad line region is not yet expected
to be formed, therefore broad emission lines are not expected,
so no type 1 AGN should be observed (e.g. Nicastro 2000;
Elitzur et al. 2014).
While overwhelming evidence for matter outflowing from
the inner regions of AGN has recently emerged as blueshifted
UV and/or X-ray absorption features (see e.g. Crenshaw et al.
2003; Costantini 2010; Tombesi et al. 2010; Gofford et al.
2013), there is general lack of strong evidence of matter inflow-
ing towards the central SMBH (see Cappi 2006). In fact, red-
shifted X-ray absorption has been claimed in several AGN, al-
though whenever such sources have been re-observed, the asso-
ciated redshifted X-ray absorption has never been detected again
(e.g. Nandra et al. 1999; Dadina et al. 2005; Reeves et al. 2005;
Longinotti et al. 2007; Civano et al. 2010).
On April 26 2013, Shappee and collaborators reported the
discovery of a substantial optical brightening of the nearby (z =
0.0142, luminosity distance DL = 62 Mpc; Paturel et al. 2003)
Seyfert 1.8 galaxy NGC 2617 (J2000 Equatorial coordinates
RA=08h35m38.79s, -04h05m17.6s) along with its transition to
Seyfert 1.01. The day after, XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001)
pointed NGC 2617 for 66 ks as a Director Discretionary Time
observation (OBS1 from now on), and SWIFT started monitor-
ing the source on a (almost) daily basis. After about one month,
NGC 2617 was found by SWIFT-XRT to have increased its
0.3− 10 keV flux by a factor of two and a second 35 ks XMM-
Newton Target of Opportunity observation was triggered on May
24 2013 (OBS2 from now on). The results of the extensive mul-
tiwavelength campaign performed on NGC 2617 are reported in
Shappee et al. (2014).
Here we focus on the analysis of the two high quality, high
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) XMM-Newton observations. This ar-
ticle is structured as follows: Section 2 contains information
about the observations and data reduction; Section 3 presents the
data analysis; and in Section 4 we discuss the results, which are
then summarised in Section 5.
A cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, q0 = 0, and ΩΛ =
0.73 is adopted throughout the paper.
2. Observations and data reduction
XMM-Newton observed NGC 2617 twice, at the end of April
2013 (∼ 66 ks, OBS1) and at the end of May 2013 (∼ 35 ks,
OBS2), for a total of ∼ 100 ks. Details of the European Photon
Imaging Camera (EPIC) pn (Strüder et al. 2001) observations,
which have the highest S/N that we use on this work, are re-
ported in Table 1. Both EPIC-pn observations used the thin op-
tical filter and were taken in Small Window mode (dead time of
29%, which gives an effective exposure time 46.6 and 24.6 ks
for OBS1 and OBS2, respectively). The Observation Data Files
(ODF) were processed with the Science Analysis System (SAS)
v.14.0.0 using calibration files generated in November 2014.
Data were reprocessed using standard SAS analysis threads, us-
ing the task epproc to concatenate the raw events.
1 http://www.astronomerstelegram.org/?read=5010
We then searched for strong flaring background time inter-
vals during our observations to discard these intervals and retain
only time intervals dominated by the source emission. To this
end, after the inspection of a light curve of single events (PAT-
TERN==0) of the whole field of view taken at 10 keV < E < 12
keV, with quality flag #XMMEA_EP, the whole exposure was
retained for the scientific analysis in the case of OBS1. The rec-
ommended threshold of 0.4 ct s−1 was applied to filter the event
file in the OBS2 case, reducing the effective exposure time from
24.6 to 14.8 ks.
Source and background events were extracted from circular
regions with a radius of 40”, retaining single and double pattern
events. All the events were used for the timing analysis, while
the spectral analysis was focused on single events only, which
present the best energy resolution. Ancillary response file and
response matrix at the source position were generated with the
arfgen and rmfgen tasks. The presence of pile-up was checked
with the epatplot task, and slight deviations (excess of singles
and deficit of doubles) from the predicted event pattern distribu-
tion were found in both observations. In particular, an excess of
single and a deficit of double events was observed. Since these
deviations are observed in the soft band we ascribe them to X-
ray loading rather than to pile-up. X-ray loading occurs for very
bright sources, which are able to contaminate the offset map with
extra X-ray photons; the dark current in each CCD is then over-
subtracted during the reprocessing of the data, and the result-
ing spectrum looks softer than the actual spectrum. We therefore
reprocessed the raw data again applying the correction for X-
ray loading by passing the parameter runepxrlcorr=yes to the
epproc task, and for pile-up by excising the central five arcsec-
onds of the point spread function of the source extraction region.
A comparison of the uncorrected and corrected spectra indeed
revealed slight deviations of the order of 2% at energies softer
than ∼ 2 keV. We checked that these deviations do not affect the
main results of our analysis.
The MOS (Turner et al. 2001) data were heavily piled-up
and therefore not useful for a scientific analysis. The Reflec-
tion Grating Spectrometer (RGS; den Herder et al. 2001) data
were reduced using the rgsproc task, discarding the cool pix-
els. The Optical Monitor (OM; Mason et al. 2001) data, taken
with the UVW1, UVM2, and UVW2 filters for OBS1 and with
the UVW1 filter only in the case of OBS2, were reduced using
the omichain task.
NGC 2617 was also observed by INTEGRAL (Winkler et al.
2003). Using the Offline Analysis Software (OSA) version 10.2
distributed by the ISDC (Courvoisier et al. 2003), we analysed
all the available INTEGRAL data from 2013-04-22 11:56:17 to
2014-11-24 00:38:24 UTC whenever the source was less than
10 degrees off-axis. We extracted the IBIS image (Ubertini et al.
2003) in the energy bands 20-40 keV and 40-100 keV using the
lower energy detector ISGRI (Lebrun et al. 2003): NGC 2617
was detected with a confidence level of 15σ and 11σ. The vi-
gnetted and dead-time corrected exposure time was 437.6 ks.
We extracted an ISGRI light curve with bins of 2 ks and found
that the source flux level showed undetectable variability over
the analysed time period.
3. Data analysis
Data analysis was performed using HEASOFT V.6.16
(Blackburn 1995), XSPEC V.12.9.0I (Arnaud 1996), and
SPEX V.2.05.04 (Kaastra et al. 1996). Error bars plotted in
figures and quoted in the text are at the 1σ confidence level if
not otherwise stated.
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Table 1. Log of the EPIC-pn observations
OBSID Date texp tnet ct s−1 ct s−1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
0701981601 27/04/2013 65.7 46.6 13.68±0.02 6.80±0.01
0701981901 24/05/2013 34.6 14.8 32.27±0.05 16.24±0.03
Notes. (1) Observation ID; (2) Date of observation (dd/mm/yyyy); (3) Exposure time (ks); (4) Net exposure time after accounting for deadtime
effects and flaring background removal (ks); (5) count rate in the 0.3-10 keV band; (6) count rate in the 0.3−10 keV band after excising the central
5 arcseconds of the source extraction region and retaining single events only.
3.1. Properties of X-ray time variability
We analysed the X-ray short-term time variability of NGC 2617.
The EPIC-pn light curves of NGC 2617 extracted in the 0.3−10
keV band and binned to 2 ks are shown in Figure 1, where
the task epiclccorr was used to apply both absolute (e.g. vi-
gnetting, bad pixels, and chip gaps) and relative (e.g. dead time,
GTIs, and background level) time-dependent corrections. The
source shows modest X-ray flux variations and a hardness ra-
tio analysis revealed the absence of strong spectral variability
within each observation. We computed the short timescales (i.e.
between about 3 ks and 20 ks) fractional root-mean-square vari-
ability amplitude (Fvar; e.g. Nandra et al. 1997; Vaughan et al.
2003), finding values of a few percent (see Fig. 2, left panel) with
hints of a slight increase of Fvar at softer energies. These values
of Fvar are typical of a source with MBH > 107M⊙ (Ponti et al.
2012). This is in agreement with the NGC 2617 black hole mass
estimate of 4× 107M⊙ inferred from the Hβ line width and the
radius-luminosity relation by Shappee et al. (2014). Nonethe-
less, the source flux more than doubled between the two expo-
sures (Fig. 1), implying that NGC 2617 is much more variable
on long timescales (of the order of days) than on short timescales
(of the order of hours).
We finally checked for the presence of time delays between
X-ray energy bands. We did so by extracting light curves in the
0.3−1 (soft) and 2−10 keV (hard) bands from the two observa-
tions, and computing time lags in the Fourier-frequency domain
(e.g. De Marco et al. 2013; Uttley et al. 2014). We find hints of
a 200 s soft band delay on timescales that are larger than ∼ 5
ks (i.e. frequencies lower than ∼ 2× 10−4 Hz; see Fig. 2, right
panel).
3.2. Spectral analysis: The broadband continuum
The EPIC-pn spectra were grouped with the SAS specgroup
task to have a minimum S/N of 10 in each energy bin. We used
the χ2 statistics in the search for the best-fit model and for pa-
rameter errors determination (Avni 1976), and quoted statistical
errors at the 1σ confidence level (i.e., ∆χ2 = 1 for one parame-
ter of interest). Every model included a Galactic column density
NGalH = 3.64× 1020 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005) that was mod-
elled with tbabs (Wilms et al. 2016, in prep.) within XSPEC,
and with hot within SPEX. In the latter case the temperature of
the absorbing gas was set equal to 0.5 eV to mimic a cold phase.
We focused the analysis on the 0.3−10 keV band and fit the
OBS1 and OBS2 spectra simultaneously, thereby allowing for
the minimum number of parameters to vary between the two
epochs of observation, i.e. constant parameters were tied to a
common value in OBS1 and OBS2.
The top panel of Figure 3 shows the OBS1 and OBS2 spectra
unfolded against a power law emission model, where the slope
and normalisation were allowed to change between the epochs.
The bottom panel shows the corresponding data/model ratio. The
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Fig. 3. Top panel: OBS1 (black, lower flux) and OBS2 (red, higher flux)
0.3-10 keV EPIC-pn spectra unfolded against a power law emission plus
Galactic absorption model. Bottom panel: corresponding data/model ra-
tio. Data were visually rebinned to a significance of 10σ (Xspec com-
mand setplot rebin).
fit is clearly unacceptable, with χ2/ν = 3932/1339. The X-ray
spectrum of NGC 2617 is evidently complex, showing important
departures from a simple power law both at soft and especially
at high energies.
If restricted to the 3− 10 keV band, the simple power law
model gives a flat slope, Γ ∼ 1.6 and Γ ∼ 1.7 for OBS1 and
OBS2, respectively, and a fit statistics χ2/ν = 479/403. Residu-
als to this model are plotted in the top panel of Figure 4.
The addition of a Gaussian emission line with the energy
and width fixed between the two observations significantly im-
proves the fit statistics (∆χ2/∆ν = 56/4). The line centroid is
found at an energy Eline = 6.43±0.02 keV, which is compatible
with neutral or lowly ionised iron. The line is unresolved, with
σline < 112 eV at the 90% c. l.. The flux in the line has changed
between the two exposures, following the long-term variation of
the broadband source flux. Indeed, the equivalent width is found
to be constant within the errors, EW= 69+11−16 eV and EW= 69
+14
−17
eV for OBS1 and OBS2, respectively. Residuals to this baseline
model are plotted in the second panel of Figure 4. Positive resid-
uals in the Fe K band are still present, and adding another Gaus-
sian emission line improves the fit by ∆χ2/∆ν = 16/4. The line
is found to have an energy Eline = 6.96± 0.03 keV, compatible
with highly ionised iron. This line is unresolved as well, with
σline < 170 eV at the 90% c.l.. The EW is again staying con-
stant between the two observations, with EW= 33+12−10 eV and
EW= 36+22−20 eV for OBS1 and OBS2, respectively. Residuals
to this model are plotted in the third panel of Figure 4 , while
the full band ratio (down to 0.3 keV) between the data and the
model are shown in the bottom panel of the same figure. Be-
cause of the flatness of the photon indices adopted, an excess of
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Fig. 1. OBS1 (left) and OBS2 (right) EPIC-pn light curve of NGC 2617 extracted in the 0.3−10 keV band and binned to 2 ks. The OBS2 light
curve is truncated at the end of the observation, when strong background flaring counts dominate over the source counts (see the text for details).
Fig. 2. Left panel: Fvar of NGC 2617, computed on timescales of 3-20 ks. Right panel: lag-frequency spectrum between the 0.3− 1 and 2− 10
keV band.
emission with respect to the 3−10 keV power law plus Gaussian
best-fit model is apparent. This does not appear to be the typical
‘soft excess’ often observed in the X-ray spectra of type 1 AGN
(Arnaud et al. 1985), but rather the effect of modelling the hard
band with a flat power law (Γ∼ 1.6− 1.7); indeed, considering
a typical power law slope of Γ = 1.9− 2 (as shown in Fig. 3)
the intensity of the soft excess (if present) is reduced to 10% of
the emission predicted by the power law model in the soft X-ray
band.
3.2.1. A phenomenological model
Turning our attention on the full 0.3−10 keV band, and noticing
the slight excess of soft X-ray emission and the strong complex-
ities in the Fe K band (Fig. 4), we added a blackbody emitter
to fit the slight soft excess to the baseline model. We replaced
the single Gaussian emission line with a self-consistent reflec-
tion component, using the xillver model (García et al. 2013),
where the normalisation was left free to vary and the ionising
continuum slopes were tied to the slope of the primary power
law emission in the two different epochs. The fit statistics for this
model is χ2/ν = 1537/1333 and spectral residuals are plotted in
the top central panel of Figure 5. The NGC 2617 high-energy
spectrum is too hard, and the iron emission line is too weak to
be reproduced by a reflection component alone, even dropping
the iron abundance of the reflector to a half of solar (the mini-
mum value allowed by the model). Adding a second reflection
component did not improve the fit.
The addition of a layer of partially covering gas modelled
with tbnew_pcf (Wilms et al. in prep.) improves the fit statis-
tics by ∆χ2/∆ν = 92/2 and allows us to reproduce the con-
tinuum spectral shape of NGC 2617 well over the full energy
band without the need of abundances different than solar. The
absorber has a column NH/1022 cm−2 ∼ 20 and covers ∼ 20%
of the source. The only parameters that significantly vary be-
tween the two observations are the power law, blackbody, and re-
flected emission normalisations, along with the power law pho-
ton index Γ, which is found to steepen by ∼ 0.1 going from
the lower (OBS1) to the higher (OBS2) flux level. Fit statis-
tics for this model (tbnew_pcf*(blackbody + powerlaw) +
xillver, dubbed “Model A”) are reported in the first column of
Table 2, spectral residuals in the top left panel of Figure 5, while
the corresponding theoretical model is plotted in the top right
panel of the same figure.
3.2.2. A double partial covering scenario
A statistically acceptable representation of the 0.3− 10 keV
continuum (χ2/ν = 1439/1332∼ 1.08) can also be given by a
model composed of the superposition of a power law plus its
reflected component, absorbed by two layers of partially cover-
ing gas (tbnew_pcf1*tbnew_pcf2*(powerlaw) + xillver,
“Model B”).
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Fig. 5. Top panel: EPIC-pn spectral residuals for our baseline model xillver + tbnew_pcf*(blackbody + power law) fitted in the 0.3−
10 keV band, for OBS1 (black) and OBS2 (red). Top left panel, Model A: spectral residuals after the addition of a cold partially covering
absorber, xillver + tbnew_pcf*(blackbody + power law). Middle left panel, Model B: spectral residuals for a double partial covering
absorber model, xillver + tbnew_pcf1*tbnew_pcf2*powerlaw. Bottom left panel, Model C: spectral residuals for a double comptonisation
model, xillver + tbnew_pcf*(optxagnf). Data were visually rebinned to a significance of 15σ (Xspec command setplot rebin). Top right
panel: theoretical model A; middle right panel: theoretical model B; bottom right panel: theoretical model C. Black lines always refer to OBS1,
and red lines to OBS2.
A neutral layer with (NH,1/1022 cm−2) ∼ 3 only covers ∼
20% of the source; another layer that covers about 45% of the
source has a column (NH,2/1022 cm−2) ∼ 50. Other than the
power law and reflected emission normalisation, and again the
photon index that is steepening by ∼ 0.1, the column density of
the higher column density absorber is the only parameter that
varies between OBS1 and OBS2. Parameters and their errors
are reported in the second column of Table 2; the correspond-
ing model is plotted in the middle right panel of Figure 5, while
spectral residuals are plotted in the middle left panel of Figure 5.
Given their low ionisation state, the two partially covering
absorbers do not imprint any atomic feature in the spectrum, in-
stead they model the overall broadband curvature.
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Table 2. Fit statistics for the continuum.
Model A Model B Model C
xillver + tbnew_pcf*(blackbody + power law) xillver + tbnew_pcf1*tbnew_pcf2*powerlaw xillver + tbnew_pcf*optxagnf
OBS1 OBS2 OBS1 OBS2 OBS1 OBS2
(a)Γ 1.87±0.01 1.97±0.01 (a)Γ 2.028±0.007 2.146±0.008 (a)Γ 1.76±0.02 1.83±0.02
(b) fpow 3.8±0.1 8.2+0.3−0.2 (b) fpow 3.9±0.2 8.4±0.5 ( j)L/LEdd 0.026
+0.195
−0.024 0.067
+0.009
−0.008
(c) kTbb 111±2 (e)NH,1 3.3±0.03 (k) rcor > 37 25+4−10
(d) fbb 1.3±0.2 6.0±0.3 (g)C f ,1 0.24±0.01 (l) kTe 270+27−62
(m) τ 14+8−1
(n) fpl 0.70+0.11−0.03
(e)NH 22±4 (e)NH,2 47+9−7 (e)NH 62
+51
−12
(g)C f 0.23±0.02 (g)C f ,2 0.40±0.03 (g)C f ,2 0.19+0.05−0.04
(h) logξR < 0.17 (h) logξR < 0.5 (h) logξR < 1.2
(i) fre f 0.9±0.3 2.3+0.5−0.9 (i) fre f 0.8±0.3 2.1±0.8 (i) fre f 1.1
+0.5
−0.3 2.0
+0.6
−0.5
χ2/ν 1445/1331 χ2/ν 1439/1332 χ2/ν 1415/1329
Pnull 0.015 Pnull 0.021 Pnull 0.050
Notes. Notes: (a) Power law photon index; (b) Observed 0.3− 10 keV power law flux in units of 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 ; (c) Blackbody peak
temperature, in eV; (d) Observed 0.3−10 keV blackbody flux in units of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1; (e) Absorber column density in units of 1022 cm−2;
(f) Logarithm of the absorber ionisation parameter in units of erg cm s−1; (g) Absorber covering factor; (h) Logarithm of the reflector ionisation
parameter in units of erg cm s−1; (i) Observed 0.3−10 keV reflected flux in units of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1; (j) Eddington ratio; (k) Coronal radius in
units of gravitational radii; (l) Electron temperature of the warm corona, in units of eV; (m) Warm corona optical depth; (n) Fraction of energy that
inside rcor is dissipated in the hot, optically thin corona. Every model includes a Galactic equivalent hydrogen column density NGalH = 3.64×1020
cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005) modelled with tbabs, Wilms et al. 2016, in preparation.
3.2.3. A double Comptonisation scenario
Finally, we tested a double Comptonisation model for the con-
tinuum of NGC 2617.
We used the optxagnf model (Done et al. 2012), which as-
sumes the presence of two Comptonising regions, in addition
to a radiatively efficient geometrically thin, optically thick ac-
cretion disk around the central SMBH. Given a mass accretion
rate, which is parametrised via the Eddington ratio L/LEdd , and
a black hole spin, the disk emits as a colour-temperature cor-
rected, blackbody from the outer radius, which we fixed to 105
rg, where rg ≡ GMBH/c2 is the gravitational radius, down to a
coronal radius rcor (a free parameter). Inside this radius, and up
to the innermost circular orbit around the SMBH, a fraction fpl
of the photons emitted by the disk gets Comptonised on a hot
(T = 100 keV) optically thin plasma (the “hot corona”) and gives
the hard X-ray power law with the slope Γ, while the remaining
(1− fpl) fraction of photons gets Comptonised in a much colder
and optically thick plasma (the “warm corona”) that is charac-
terised by a temperature kTe and an optical depth τ; the inter-
action of the photons with this latter plasma accounts for mod-
elling the soft excess. We fixed the black hole mass to 4×107M⊙
(Shappee et al. 2014), the luminosity distance to 62 Mpc, and the
black hole spin to zero for simplicity.
As in the previous cases, we found that a combination of
optxagnf + xillver is not able to reproduce the X-ray spec-
trum of NGC 2617 at the highest energies probed by the EPIC-
pn independent of the adopted iron abundances. Again, the in-
troduction of a high column density layer of partially covering
cold gas is able to alleviate this issue and to obtain a good fit
statistics (χ2/ν = 1415/1329∼ 1.06). Within this scenario, the
warm corona has a temperature kTe ∼ 270 eV and an optical
depth τ ∼ 14, and processes 30% of the seed photons coming
from the accretion disk. The remaining 70% of the disk photons
gets processed in the hot corona and gives a power law with pho-
ton index Γ∼ 1.8− 1.9 depending on the epoch of observation.
The steepening of ∆Γ ∼ 0.1 between OBS1 and OBS2 is still
observed.
Model parameters along with their errors for
tbnew_pcf*optxagnf + xillver (Model C) are reported
in the third column of Table 2 and the theoretical model is
plotted in the bottom right panel of Figure 5, while spectral
residuals are in the bottom left panel of the same figure.
3.2.4. Extension at lower and higher energies
Given that the double Comptonisation model also predicts emis-
sion components at optical/UV energies as the colour-corrected
thermal emission from the accretion disk, we made use of the
OM data as well. During OBS1 the U,B,V,UVW1,UVM2, and
UVW2 filters were used; during OBS2 only the UVW1 was
used. The U,B,V filters fall in a region of the electromag-
netic spectrum where there is strong contamination from the
host galaxy stellar flux, so we restricted our analysis to the
UVW1,UVM2, and UVW2 filters, where the contamination is
minimum (see e.g. Mehdipour et al. 2015). The UV fluxes were
dereddened using the Cardelli et al. (1989) algorithm and they
were corrected for Fe II and Balmer continuum emission, us-
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Fig. 4. Top panel: EPIC-pn spectral residuals for a power law emission
plus Galactic absorption model fitted in the 3−10 keV band, for OBS1
(black) and OBS2 (red). Middle panel: same as above after the inclusion
of a Gaussian emission line. Bottom panel: data/model ratio over the full
energy band.
ing the NGC 5548 model studied by Mehdipour et al. (2015)
as our template, with the flux at 510 nm as the normalisation
point. There, the PHA files with the filter count rate were used in
conjunction with the appropriate canned response matrices2 and
were fitted simultaneously to the EPIC-pn data.
We found that the model fails to fit the OM data, independent
of the parameters adopted; given the black hole mass estimate
for NGC 2617, any disk emission would be much redder than
the observed data points. Varying the black hole spin parameter
to different values from 0 to 0.99 did not help the fit to converge,
and the data are still not reproduced well by the model.
We also added data at high energies using archival INTE-
GRAL IBIS/ISGRI observations from the end of April 2013 un-
til the end of November 2014. We extracted a spectrum in 11
energy bins from 18 keV to 1 MeV, and found that the source
could be well detected up to ∼100 keV. According to the latest
2 http://xmm2.esac.esa.int/external/xmm_sw_cal/calib/om_files.shtml
recommendations3, we first performed the spectral fitting above
22 keV, but the first bin showed unphysical residuals that are
most probably due to the incorrect treatment of the pixel low-
threshold values in the detector. Thus, we limited ourselves to
the spectral range 28− 100 keV.
As this is an average of many months of INTEGRAL obser-
vations of NGC 2617, we fixed the normalisation values and the
primary power law slope to have the average value between the
corresponding parameters for OBS1 and OBS2. A statistically
equivalent good fit (χ2r ∼ 1.09) was obtained for the three mod-
els considered so far.
Unfolded spectra from 0.3 up to 100 keV are reported in
Fig. 6 for the three models. The differences between the three
models at high energies are subtle and might require a deep ob-
servation with hard X-ray focusing telescopes to be resolved.
The flux in the INTEGRAL IBIS/ISGRI band for all the three
models is f28−100 ∼ 5× 10−11 erg s−1 cm−2.
3.3. A redshifted absorber
In the previous subsections we modelled the 0.3− 100 keV X-
ray continuum of NGC 2617 with three statistically acceptable
models. The inspection of the panels of Figure 5 that report
data/model ratios for the aforementioned models in the 0.3− 10
keV band reveals the presence of persistent negative residuals
around 6 keV both in the OBS1 and OBS2 data sets.
3.3.1. A phenomenological model
The addition of a simple narrow (width σline ≡ 0 eV) Gaussian
absorption line with the redshift fixed to the systemic value (z =
0.0142) and centroid energy and the normalisation free to vary
between the epochs improves the fit statistics by ∆χ2 = 21,27,
and 16 for four extra degrees of freedom for Models A, B, and
C, respectively (F−test: 99.94, 99.99, and 99.55%).
As the three models are statistically equivalent, we proceed
with the analysis of this absorption feature using Model A (see
e.g. the left columns of Table 2 and Figure 5) as the baseline
model, since it is the simplest and can be very quickly com-
puted using modern workstations. The line has an observed cen-
troid energy EOBS1line = 6.05± 0.03 keV and EOBS2line = 6.13± 0.05
keV, corresponding to EOBS1line = 6.13± 0.03 keV and EOBS2line =
6.22± 0.04 keV in the source rest frame. The top panel of Fig-
ure 7 reports the 68, 90, and 99% confidence level contours for
the rest-frame centroid energy of the line versus its intensity for
the OBS1 (black solid lines) and OBS2 (red dotted lines) ob-
servations. The line equivalent width in the source rest frame is
EWOBS1 =−26−8+7 eV and EWOBS2 =−29
−11
+9 eV.
We checked for the presence of the absorption feature in the
MOS data; albeit the MOS data were heavily piled-up, narrow
spectral features should barely be affected by pile-up. We did not
find strong evidence for the presence of such a feature, however,
the photon statistics of the MOS data at energies E & 6 keV is so
low that the presence of the feature cannot be disproved either.
To better determine the statistical significance of the line,
we therefore performed Monte Carlo simulations, following the
method outlined in Miniutti & Fabian (2006). As our null hy-
pothesis we used the best-fitting parameters of Model A, without
the inclusion of the redshifted absorption line. Using the fakeit
command within Xspec, single+double event spectra were sim-
ulated for OBS1 and OBS2 simultaneously, using the same ex-
3 http://www.isdc.unige.ch/integral/download/osa/doc/10.2/osa_um_ibis/node74.html
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Fig. 6. From left to right: unfolded XMM-Newton (black for OBS1, red for OBS2) and INTEGRAL IBIS/ISGRI (blue; data points are indicated
with a circle) 0.3−100 keV spectra for Model A, Model B, and Model C.
Table 3. Fit statistics for the highly ionised redshifted absorber.
(a)NH 3.5± 1.3× 1023 cm−2
(b) logξ 4.0± 0.2 erg cm s−1
(c)υshi f t +3.6± 0.2× 104 km s−1
Notes. Notes: (a) Absorber column density; (b) Logarithm of the ab-
sorber ionisation parameter; (c) Absorber velocity shift.
posure time as in the two XMM-Newton observations, and sub-
tracting the corresponding backgrounds. Such spectra were then
fitted with Model A, obtaining new best-fitting parameters that
provided a new and refined null hypothesis model, differing from
the original only because of Poissonian statistics. From this, re-
fined model spectra were again simulated simultaneously for
OBS1 and OBS2, using the same exposure time as in the two
XMM-Newton observations, and subtracting the corresponding
backgrounds; the simulated spectra were then fitted with Model
A and the resulting χ2 was recorded. A narrow Gaussian absorp-
tion line was then added to the model, with the normalisation
free to vary between OBS1 and OBS2 and the centroid energy
varying from 5 to 8 keV in steps of 100 eV; the maximum dif-
ference in chi-square (∆χ2) was then recorded.
The steps above were repeated 1000 times and an equal or
greater ∆χ2 compared to our observed one (∆χ2=21) was found
to randomly happen five times. This corresponds to a statistical
significance of 99.5%, equivalent to ∼ 2.81σ.
The observed line centroid energy falls in a region that does
not have known atomic transitions (see e.g. Dere et al. 1997).
The only possible physical interpretation is to associate it with
redshifted absorption, likely from highly ionised iron.
3.3.2. A physical model
In order to test the scenario described in the previous Section
with a more physically realistic model, we removed the Gaus-
sian absorption line and added a layer of ionised gas modelled
with Xabs within SPEX, focusing on the long OBS1 observation.
Xabs is an absorption model that, given an appropriate ionising
continuum, makes use of Cloudy to self-consistently compute
the ionisation balance of the gas. We used the input ionising con-
tinuum as given by the OM and EPIC-pn simultaneous measure-
ments applied to Model A, corrected for Galactic absorption.
The result is an improvement of the fit statistics by ∆χ2/∆ν=
20/3, where the free parameters are the absorber column density
NH ∼ 3×1023 cm−2, ionisation parameter logξ∼ 4, and velocity
Fig. 7. Confidence contours of 68, 90, and 99% significance for the
line centroid energy vs. its normalisation for the OBS1 (black solid
lines) and for the OBS2 (red dotted lines) observations. The underlying
continuum is Model A xillver + tbnew_pcf*(blackbody + power
law).
shift υshi f t ∼ 0.1c. Model parameters along with their errors are
reported in Table 3, while the theoretical best-fitting model spec-
trum is plotted in the top panel of Figure 8. The effect of the red-
shifted ionised absorber alone is plotted in the bottom panel of
Figure 8: the most intense absorption features are due to highly
ionised, redshifted Fe.
In Figure 9 we show a zoom on the Fe K region showing the
model (red line) superimposed on the data points (black) for the
best-fitting model (top panel) and then we show the model with
the highly ionised redshifted absorber removed (bottom panel).
For comparison, the background is plotted in blue. It is clear that
there is negligible contribution of the background to the observed
data, and the absorption feature cannot be due to an incorrect
subtraction of the background.
3.4. The RGS Ssectrum
Blue shifted ionised absorption (the so-called warm absorber) is
observed in about a half of type 1 AGN (e.g. McKernan et al.
2007). The RGS spectra of OBS1 and OBS2 of NGC 2617 were
analysed to look for the presence of warm absorbers and emis-
sion, but no evidence was found. The RGS spectra are shown
in Figure 10 unfolded against the EPIC-pn best-fitting Model A,
where only the continuum normalisations were left free to vary.
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Fig. 8. Top panel: total best-fitting theoretical model, i.e. a power law
plus blackbody plus reflected emission that is absorbed by Galactic ab-
sorption, an intrinsic neutral partially covering absorber, and an intrin-
sic highly ionised redshifted absorber; the strong feature at ∼ 0.5 keV
is due to Galactic oxygen absorption. Bottom panel: the effect of the
highly ionised redshifted absorber on the power law emission alone is
plotted; the strongest absorption lines are labelled.
However, our best-fitting models predict a few atomic fea-
tures to be present in the NGC 2617 soft X-ray spectrum. Models
B and C predict a strong emission line due to O VII at E ∼ 560
eV (see the right panels of Figure 5). While no evidence of dis-
crete emission lines is found in the RGS spectrum, given the
strength of the predicted emission line and the flux level of the
source, the presence of such feature cannot be ruled out. Also
the redshifted absorber model predicts a few absorption lines in
the RGS band (see the bottom panel of Figure 8). In particular,
significant absorption with ionic column densities > 1016 cm−2
is predicted for the H-like ions of oxygen, neon, magnesium,
and silicon. Among these transitions, the O VIII falls in a region
contaminated by the presence of bad pixels, while the Ne X, Mg
XII, and Si XIV lines fall in a region where the degradation of
both resolution and effective area of the RGS makes it difficult
to assess the presence of such features. Thus from the RGS data
we cannot discard the presence of these absorption features, and
we conclude that there is no tension between the data and our
absorption model.
4. Discussion
We presented a comprehensive analysis of two XMM-Newton
observations of the changing-look Seyfert 1.8 to 1.0 galaxy NGC
2617 (Shappee et al. 2014). The observations were performed
one month apart; within this time interval the source flux roughly
doubled, while the spectral shape did not vary dramatically; ba-
sically only the photon index of the primary power law emission
steepened by ∆Γ∼ 0.1. Within the observations, the source flux
varied by less than 8% in the 0.3− 10 keV energy range (Fig. 1
and Fig. 2).
Fig. 9. Zoom on the Fe K region for the best-fitting model (top panel)
and for the case where the data were fitted with the model without the
redshifted absorber (bottom panel). Background-subtracted data points
are plotted in black, the model is plotted in red, and the background is
plotted in blue.
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Fig. 10. RGS1 (red) and RGS2 (blue) spectra unfolded against the best-
fitting EPIC-pn Model A (thick solid lines), where the data have been
visually rebinned to 15σ significance.
4.1. The AGN internal structure
High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy performed with the RGS
and focused on the soft X-ray band (0.35− 1.8 keV) revealed
the source to be bare, displaying no strong signs of ionised
blueshifted absorption from a warm absorber. Broadband spec-
troscopy performed with the EPIC-pn over the 0.3−10 keV band
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revealed the source to appear, to the first order, as a type 1 AGN
in the X-ray band.
However, there are deviations from a simple power law emis-
sion, with a slight excess of soft X-ray emission and with signif-
icant structures in the Fe K band accompanied by a substantial
hardening at the highest energies probed by XMM-Newton. In-
dependent of the continuum adopted (Section 3.2 and Table 2),
the source spectrum requires the presence of ∼ 1023 cm−2 of
neutral gas partially covering (C f ∼ 0.33− 0.45, depending on
the continuum model) the primary source. This layer of partially
covering gas helps reproduce the spectral hardening of NGC
2617 at the highest energies probed here. If such a spectral hard-
ening was due to reflection alone, a much higher flux for the iron
emission line(s) would be predicted by the theoretical model.
However, these models cannot resemble the data, even by allow-
ing the Fe abundance to drop to half of the solar value.
The iron emission line is indeed modest, with an EW∼ 50
eV. Its flux increases significantly between the two exposures,
following the overall increase in flux of NGC 2617. This sug-
gests that the gas responsible for such emission is located not far-
ther away than one light-month (that is the time elapsed between
the two observations) from the continuum emission source. This
corresponds roughly to 1.3× 104 rg for a black hole mass of
MBH ∼ 4× 107 M⊙ as estimated by Shappee et al. (2014) from
the width of the broad optical emission lines in NGC 2617, and
in agreement with the values expected from the observed Fvar
(Section 3.1 Ponti et al. 2012). This is much smaller than the
location of the putative “torus” that surrounds the AGN central
engine, but rather corresponds to the broad line region/accretion
disk spatial scale (see e.g. Antonucci 1993). The normalisation
of the reflected emission component also follows the increase
in flux of the source, all in all suggesting that we are observing
reflection from material closer in than the “parsec scale torus”.
As for the intrinsic underlying continuum, the limited band-
pass of XMM-Newton makes it hard to distinguish between a
double partial covering absorption (Section 3.2.2) and a dou-
ble Comptonisation (Section 3.2.3) scenario, the two mod-
els being statistically equivalent. Even adding the INTEGRAL
IBIS/ISGRI data up to E ∼ 100 keV, the fit statistics is equiv-
alent for the different scenarios. The main difference in terms
of physical parameters are a photon index Γ that is steeper by
a factor of ∼ 0.2− 0.25 and a higher intrinsic 0.3− 10 keV lu-
minosity by a factor of ∼ 20% in the case of the double partial
covering absorption scenario compared to the double Compton-
isation scenario.
The double Comptonisation scenario has been recently
found to be able to reproduce the broadband spectra of sev-
eral AGN (see e.g. Petrucci et al. 2013; Di Gesu et al. 2014;
Mehdipour et al. 2015; Giustini et al. 2015, and references
therein). In this scenario, the “warm corona” emission would
dominate at E < 2 keV, thus accounting for the soft excess. How-
ever, this model is not able to fit the OM data (Section 3.2.4).
The optxagn model gives Eddington ratios L/LEdd ∼ 0.035
and 0.112 for OBS1 and OBS2, respectively. Given the black
hole mass of NGC 2617 (4 × 107M⊙, Shappee et al. 2014),
the Eddington luminosity is LEdd ∼ 5× 1045 erg s−1 and this
translates to bolometric luminosity of LBol ∼ 1.8− 5.6× 1044
erg s−1 for OBS1 and OBS2. Compared with the measured
(de-absorbed) 2− 10 keV luminosity L2−10 ∼ 1.4− 2.9× 1043
erg s−1 gives a 2 − 10 keV bolometric correction κ2−10 =
LBol/L2−10 ∼ 13− 20, in very good agreement with the be-
haviour displayed by the ’average’ type 1 AGN at such mass
accretion rates (Lusso et al. 2012). The double partial covering
scenario would give very similar bolometric corrections for Ed-
dington ratios that are ∼ 30% higher.
Also the short-term variability properties of the source dis-
play behaviours that are typical of a bare type 1 AGN. The
measured Fvar on timescales of 20− 3 ks is consistent with
the excess variance-BH mass correlation reported in Ponti et al.
(2012), characterising type 1 AGN. The tentative detection of
a soft X-ray lag might be indicative of reprocessing in the in-
nermost regions of an optically thick accretion disk, as com-
monly observed in type 1 AGN (De Marco et al. 2013). The
spectral-timing response of complex absorbers to variations in
the ionising flux of the central source was studied in Silva et al.
(2016). However, according to our model, the highly ionised
redshifted absorber does not imprint strong features in the soft
X-ray band (Fig. 8). The lags produced by transient absorption
phenomena such as eclipsing clouds (e.g. from the partial cover-
ing gas included in our models) have been studied in the litera-
ture (Gardner & Done 2014). In particular, a soft lag is expected
as a result of an increase of hard X-ray flux followed by an in-
crease of soft X-ray flux as an optically thick cloud moves out
of the line of sight (Kara et al. 2015). However, the best-fit pa-
rameters of the partial coverer are consistent with being constant
between the two observations and we cannot put constraints on
their possible variations within the single exposures. It is pos-
sible that the lag is produced by reflected light, in this case the
absorber/reflector should be much closer in than the neutral re-
flection component that we found in our spectral analysis.
In any case, the amplitude of the lag corresponds to a dis-
tance of a few rg from the primary X-ray source, assuming a BH
mass of 4× 107M⊙. All in all, these variability properties on a
short timescale point to a genuine type 1 AGN nature for the
nucleus of NGC 2617.
4.2. An AGN accretion event
The most striking result of our analysis is the detection of
a redshifted iron absorption line in both observations. While
blueshifted absorption lines are commonly detected in the X-ray
spectra of type 1 AGN, the occurrence of redshifted absorption
is much rarer. Blueshifted iron absorption lines associated with
powerful nuclear winds are indeed observed in about a half of
type 1 AGN (e.g. Tombesi et al. 2010). Such winds are of great
importance as they are possibly able to exert a “negative” feed-
back on the host galaxy (Silk & Rees 1998).
On the other hand, the detection of redshifted iron X-
ray absorption has only been reported for a few sources,
namely NGC 3516 (Nandra et al. 1999), E1821+643
(Yaqoob & Serlemitsos 2005), Mrk 509 (Dadina et al. 2005), PG
1211+143 (Reeves et al. 2005), Q 0056-363 (Matt et al. 2005),
Mrk 335 (Longinotti et al. 2007), and CID-42 (Civano et al.
2010). The general interpretation for the presence of such
redshifted X-ray absorption was an inflow of matter towards
the central SMBH (i.e. an AGN accretion event) and/or gravita-
tional redshift, except for CID-42 where, because of the peculiar
nature of the source, a recoiling SMBH scenario was discussed.
In every case the detection consisted of a single absorption
line associated with highly ionised iron, and the redshifted
absorption line was not detected again in any single case where
the source was re-observed.
Conversely, in NGC 2617 a redshifted iron absorption line is
clearly present in both XMM-Newton observations, performed
one month apart in 2013 (see Fig. 7 and 9). By means of exten-
sive Monte Carlo simulations we assessed the statistical signif-
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icance of the line to be 99.5%, which is equivalent to ∼ 2.8σ.
We note how, given the low-resolution X-ray spectral regime we
are dealing with, such significance is among the highest ever
measured in the Fe K band of an AGN: as an example, of the
AGN sample studied by Tombesi et al. (2010), only 6 out of
22 detected absorption lines have a Monte Carlo significance
≥ 99.5%. Given the measured strength of the absorption lines
and their errors, our result also falls into the “safe” part of the
EW/∆(EW) diagram presented by Vaughan & Uttley (2008).
When modelled with a physically self-consistent absorp-
tion model that takes the NGC 2617 spectral energy distribu-
tion into account, the absorber is found to have a high ionisa-
tion state, logξ∼ 4, a large hydrogen-equivalent column density
NH ∼ 3×1023 cm−2, and a velocity shift υshi f t ∼ 36,000 km s−1
(see Table 3 and Fig. 8). Several scenarios are open to interpret
the redshifted iron absorption observed in NGC 2617. We dis-
cuss three of these scenarios below: matter falling towards the
central SMBH, failed wind/aborted jets, and gravitational red-
shift effects.
4.2.1. Matter falling towards the central SMBH
Given the physical quantities and timescales involved in this
study, the “simple” yet intriguing infall of matter towards the
central SMBH may hold. Assuming a very simple free-fall mo-
tion, the time taken for the absorber to free fall into the SMBH
can be written as
τ f f ∼ 250
(
MBH
M⊙
)(
υshi f t
1,000kms−1
)−3
s.
Plugging in the quantities relevant to NGC 2617, one finds τ f f ∼
230 ks, which is equivalent to about 2.5 days. The associated
radial scale is about 8× 1014 cm, corresponding to ∼ 130rg in
the case of NGC 2617. The last optical spectrum taken of NGC
2617 prior to its transition to a type 1 AGN is from late Decem-
ber 2003; therefore the transition must have occurred sometime
during the ten years elapsed until the detected outburst in 2013.
With the observed velocity a range of radial distances 103−5rg
could be covered in ∼ 10 years. Again, the distances implied are
on sub-parsec scales, i.e. on the scales typical of an accretion
disk (see e.g. Frank et al. 2002).
The adoption of a free-fall motion is an obvious oversim-
plification for a complex situation like the accretion of mate-
rial around a SMBH, and can be treated as the shortest possi-
ble timescale for matter to accrete onto the SMBH, while the
viscous timescale in an accretion disk is likely to be hundreds
of times longer. However, in the chaotic accretion scenario (e.g.
King & Pringle 2006) where individual “blobs/clouds” of matter
get accreted by the SMBH, we are seeing accretion from outside
the plane of the disk, therefore the disk viscosity timescale is not
relevant. In the non-spherical hydrodynamical simulations of an
accreting SMBH performed by Barai et al. (2012), the coexis-
tence of a cold, clumpy, and fast accreting phase and of a hot
buoyant phase is predicted. This is in agreement with our detec-
tion of both highly ionised absorption and cold partially covering
absorption.
4.2.2. Failed wind/aborted jet
Another possible explanation for the observed redshifted ab-
sorption lines is of dynamical origin, as in a failed inner disk
wind/aborted jets Proga & Kallman (2004) or an “aborted jets”
scenario Ghisellini et al. (2004).
In the failed disk wind scenario, the material responsible for
absorption is part of a line-driven wind that is trying to escape the
system, but gets over-ionised by the strong continuum radiation,
loses momentum, and eventually falls back towards the plane
of the accretion disk. In this scenario, we expect the timescales
of variations to be short, of the order of the dynamical/free-fall
timescale. The observation of the same energy/redshift for the
absorption line during OBS1 and OBS2, which are spaced by
much more time than the free-fall timescale, could make this
scenario a bit contrived, however, the limited spectral resolution
of the EPIC-pn prevents us from discarding this scenario on the
basis of this argument. In the “aborted jets” scenario, a blob of
ionised matter is launched from the vicinity of the central SMBH
with a velocity that is insufficient to escape the system, therefore
it falls back towards the centre under the gravitational pull of the
SMBH. In both scenarios an outflowing (i.e. blueshifted) com-
ponent would also be expected; there are hints of blueshifted
absorption in the spectrum of NGC 2617, but unfortunately the
low statistics at high energies does not allow us to assess the
presence of such features at more than the 2σ level.
4.2.3. Gravitational redshift effects
If the absorber is located very close to the SMBH, general rela-
tivistic effects such as gravitational redshift may play an impor-
tant role (e.g. Misner et al. 1973). The formula for the gravita-
tional redshift at a given distance r from the central SMBH in
units of gravitational radii is
zgrav =
[
1/
√
(1− 2rg/r)
]
− 1.
Defining ζ = Eobserved/Eintrinsic, we can rewrite this equation as:
r/rg = 2/(1− ζ2).
For Eobserved ∼ 6.1 keV and Eintrinsic ∼ 6.4 keV (zero ionisation),
we get r∼ 20rg. For Eintrinsic∼ 6.97 keV (highest ionisation), we
only obtain r ∼ 8.5rg.
However, the estimation above is a static solution, while
the absorber is most likely in motion. If we assume a simple
cloud orbiting with a Keplerian velocity, then a special relativis-
tic transverse Doppler shift needs to be taken into account. We
can estimate the radial distance using an approximation derived
by Pechácˇek et al. (2005) for a simple non-rotating black hole.
The relation for the frequency shift at the line of sight is
ζ =
√
[(r/rg− 3)/r/rg],
i.e.
r/rg = 3/(1− ζ2).
For Eintrinsic ∼ 6.4 keV, we get r ∼ 33rg, for Eintrinsic ∼ 6.97
keV, we get r ∼ 13rg.
We can estimate the orbital time of the cloud at such distance
as
τorb ∼ 31(r/rg)3/2(M/106M⊙)s,
which gives τorb ∼ 240 ks for Eintrinsic ∼ 6.4 keV and τorb ∼ 60
ks for Eintrinsic ∼ 6.97 keV, respectively. At such vicinity to a
black hole, any orbiting cloud would be sheared by tidal forces
and would form an extended structure along the orbit and the ob-
scuration can therefore take place during a significant part of the
orbit. We might therefore expect to detect variability of the ab-
sorption line within and between the two observations. There are
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hints of variability of the absorption line within the long OBS1,
but by dividing the observations in time slices the statistics be-
come too low to assess such variations with a reasonable signif-
icance. There are also hints of variability of the absorption line
between the two observations in energy and intensity, but such
variations are again statistically not significant (Figure 7). All
in all, the variability of the redshifted iron absorption line will
remain speculative until a longer, deeper X-ray observation of
NGC 2617 will possibly allow time slices to be properly anal-
ysed. If gravitational redshift is at work we should also expect
to observe an asymmetric, distorted absorption line profile. The
spectral resolution of the EPIC-pn is too low to assess the shape
of the absorption trough, an exercise that could be carried out
with a higher spectral resolution instrument.
If the absorber is an outflow rather than an orbiting cloud,
the situation may be more complicated as the local physics and
Doppler shift due to radial velocity will be important in shaping
the exact spectral line profile. The case of an expanding shell
around a compact object was studied by Dorodnitsyn (2009)
in pseudo-Newtonian approximation. For some parameters, they
indeed obtained a significant redshift of the line, usually together
with a blueshifted component as well.
Also, the estimated distance of the absorber, if the line fre-
quency shift is mainly due to the gravitational redshift, is com-
parable to the estimated extension of the warm corona measured
by the optxagnf model in the double Comptonisation scenario.
This suggests that the absorbing gas may be a part of this geo-
metrically thick corona, possibly being its highly ionised outer
layer, and both effects, the gravitational redshift and the inflow
to the black hole, may play a role together.
5. Conclusions
We presented the comprehensive analysis of two XMM-Newton
observations of the changing-look AGN in NGC 2617, which
recently switched from being a Seyfert 1.8 to be a Seyfert
1.0, and at the same time underwent a strong broadband
flux increase: in particular, its X-ray flux increased by one
order of magnitude with respect to archival measurements
(Shappee et al. 2014). The two observations were performed in
2013 and were separated by one month. During this time the
X-ray flux of the source doubled, while the spectral shape did
not dramatically change.
The main results of our work can be summarised as follows:
– To the first order, at X-ray wavelengths NGC 2617 appears
as a type 1 AGN, being dominated by a power law-like
continuum emission with no signs of absorption fully
covering the source.
– A modest reflection component is detected, with an asso-
ciated narrow iron Fe K emission line of equivalent width
EW∼ 50 eV.
– The NGC 2617 underlying continuum can be modelled
in a statistically equivalent way with a power law plus a
phenomenological soft blackbody emission, with a power
law partially covered by a neutral absorber, or a double-
Comptonisation model. In either case, a further high column
(NH ∼ 1023 cm−2) of neutral gas only partially covering
(C f ∼ 0.2− 0.4) the continuum source is required by the
data.
– Once we account for partially covering absorption, the
intrinsic power law emission slope of NGC 2617 is typical
of type 1 AGN, Γ ∼ 1.9, and steepens by ∆Γ ∼ 0.1 when
going from the low (OBS1) to the high (OBS2) flux level:
this steepening when brighter is also typical of type 1 AGN.
– NGC 2617 varies by less than 8% within the single observa-
tions.
– The short-term variability properties (i.e. the measured Fvar
and the tentative soft X-ray lag) are typical of a type 1 AGN
with a black hole mass of MBH ∼ 4× 107 M⊙.
– The RGS data showed the lack of any strong warm absorp-
tion/emission in the soft X-ray spectrum of NGC 2617,
possibly making it a “bare” Seyfert 1 galaxy.
– Redshifted X-ray absorption is detected in both observa-
tions, with a global significance of 99.5%. The absorption is
compatible with an equivalent column density of NH ∼ 1023
cm−2 of highly ionised iron that is redshifted by ∼ 35,000
km s−1.
– Possible interpretations for such a redshifted, high-velocity
absorber include a failed disk wind/aborted jets, gravita-
tional redshift, and/or an infall of matter towards the central
supermassive black hole of NGC 2617. All these scenarios
are compatible with the observed properties of NGC 2617.
Overall, the X-ray properties of NGC 2617 are indicative
of a genuine Seyfert 1 nucleus. Most strikingly, the detection
of persistent redshifted X-ray absorption associated with highly
ionised gas opens the way to starting to directly probe the inner
accretion flow around supermassive black holes.
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